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AUDIO INTERVIEWS ORIGINALLY RECORDED IN THREE PARTS

Preface to 1986
This interview with Bedros Alahaidoyan took place eight years after the UCLA Oral History
interview in 1977. In 1986, Bedros came with the hope that Hampartzoum knew traditional Armenian
folk songs and perhaps was be able to sing them. As an ethno‐musicologist, for years Bedros had both
collected and recorded Armenian folk songs of survivors from particular villages in the former Ottoman
Empire.
Reluctantly, Hampartzoum informed Bedros that he couldn’t, but referred him to Victoria
Noubarian, who would have what Bedros was looking for. Within a few minutes over the course of
becoming acquainted with each other, Bedros realizes that he was interested in recording
Hampartzoum’s story.
At this point, Bedros turned on the tape recorder and Hampartzoum continued to unfold his
excruciating past.
Bedros intermittently asked leading questions and allowed Hampartzoum to complete a
particular episode. A stark difference from other interviewers, Bedros did not interject his experiences
but let Hampartzoum reveal information, names, and experiences through story telling. Bedros
empathized with what he heard and on occasion, reflected his sorrow. Thus, this interview resembled
the exchange of experiences between two or more survivors sharing their personal trials and losses. It
also revealed a sincere interest to hear and reflect upon what he was hearing. He was not just recording
facts for an interview.
This interview was recorded in 1986 and Hampartzoum dictated his memoirs from 1998‐2001.
Under totally unrelated circumstances, Bedros came back into Zaruhy’s life in 2008 and neither
recognized one another at first. Several months to a year later, the two visited after the publication of
Bedros’ book, An Ethno‐Musicological Collection of Palou and its Neighboring Areas, and the recording
was remembered. Both had forgotten and were incredulous that it existed. It had been totally forgotten
by all.
While Bedros was making a copy for Zaruhy, through some fluke, he transferred the recording
out of chronological sequence. Thus, Part 2 and Part 3 are followed by Part 1.

Preface
This interview was held ten years after the 1977 UCLA Oral History Project. Fortunately,
this interview was recorded as a video.
Hampartzoum was recently in possession of a cigar box filled with letters, primarily
written between himself and his four brothers, back and forth from Turkey to Chicago, between
1918 and 1922. Hampartzoum was hoping that one of the students would have been able to
help him with the letters written in Ottoman Script. Even though Hampartzoum recognized his
handwriting, he had totally lost the ability to read these letters. For some time, he was
unsuccessful finding anyone who could.
Again, Hampartzoum was impressed that students were interested in his experiences.
There was a significant difference with this interview. In addition to their questions of time and
place, the interviewer’s style this time allowed Hampartzoum to relate segments of his
experiences in depth without interruptions and unrelated questions, which invariably ended
with a different episode.
It is striking to hear Hampartzoum describe these selected events exactly as he did
word‐for‐word, 12 years later, from 1998‐2001, while dictating his memoirs. This phenomenon
can also be detected in his sporadically written papers.
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Part 1
[Interviewer] Tell me the last part again. So, he [your father] came from the jail
covered in blood, dried blood, so that he could...[take] You and your brother...[to the
Mektab].
[H. Chitjian] Four brothers... Myself and my twin... I had another brother younger
than me... His name was Kerop... He was nine years old... I had another brother
[Nishan] and he was six years old. He took us four brothers by the hand and walked
us over to the Turkish mekteb [school]. We never saw him again. 1
[Interviewer] They
took [Nishan] and
killed him... You
never saw him
again...
[H. Chitjian]
Which one
[incident] can
you tell? Where
does one begin? I
said that we had
three sisters,
right?

Figure 1: Chitjian brothers, circa 1940s. (Left to right) Kerop,
Kaspar, Hampartzoum, Mihran, and Bedros.

[Interviewer]
Yes...

Both Kerop Chitjian and Khosrov Yerevanian have related the actual situation when only
fifteen to twenty of the younger boys were left in the mektab, they were taken to Pertakh on
foot. By the time they reached the village, most boys were completely exhausted. Church
officials had arranged that if an older family member could claim an orphan, upon proof the
boy was released. Fortunately, Khosrov’s aunt identified him and, thus he was rescued.
Unfortunately, Kerop was not of age and Nishan was snatched from his hand, stabbed in the
stomach, and thrown into the river. Both Kerop and Khosrov were witness to this brutal and
heartless act. From the collection of Chitjian letters, it was discovered that Meudayee
Oomoomee, Kaspar’s effendi, the District Attorney of Perri, who gave the orders for the younger
boys to be driven to Pertakh. The letters also revealed that Levon, Aghavnie’s husband could
have been one of the soldiers in charge of walking the boys to their fate. It is heart-wrenching
to read this and not question was there any effort taken to save Nishan?
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[H. Chitjian] One of our
sisters was called Zaruhy.
Our daughter [is also
named Zaruhy]... [My
sister Zaruhy] was
married. Her husband was
in America but his family
was Protestant and they
were poor. She [returned
to] our house. [Her inlaws,
the Khatunahgians] could
barely make a living. Her
husband had come to
Figure 2: Hampartzoum's
America but was not
daughter, Zaruhy. 1973.
sending money to his
parents. So she lived in our house. She had no income.
Anyhow, my eldest sister [Zaruhy] and my middle sister
[Sultahn]... My eldest sister [Zaruhy] was 22 years old
and my sister [Sultahn] was 16 years old. I also had
another [half] sister [Yeranouhie] who was three years
old.
Figure 3: Hampartzoum's
sister, Zaruhy. Early 1910s.

[Interviewer] Wow...

[H. Chitjian] When they started out [the deportation],
my father told my middle sister [Sultahn] that they might spare her if they took her as
a wife... He had heard that... They had heard that if their daughters were taken as
wives, they would be saved... Not only your boys would be saved... If you told your
daughters that they would saved... He had a sister himself... My father had a sister
[Aghavnie]... Her picture is there, I'll show you now... An Armenian converted to being
a Turk during the massacres of 1896... His son... They called him Ago Ibo... He had an
Armenian name [Hagop] and his Turkish name was [Ebraham]... They called him Ago
Ibo... Ago Ibo's son... His name was Levon... His Turkish name was Mehmet... [My
father] married his sister to him... However, his daughter... My sister Zaruhy who was
22 years old... He took pity on her... So that she would not be killed or fall into the
Turks' hands... So he didn't [indistinct]... However, my other sister, who was 16 years
old... 2 She had contracted polio [at the age of five]... One of her arms... Her one side
was paralyzed... Only one side of her functioned...
Sultahn was a beautiful girl with a fair complextion and light brown (auburn) hair, like
Nishan, both taking after their father. She spent most of her time in front of the loom, spinning
and weaving for the family’s needs. Hampartzoum was particularly appreciative that she took
the time to embroider floral designs on both sides of their socks and also in front of their
2
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[Interviewer] Paralyzed...
[H. Chitjian] She wove socks for us,
she swept the floors, she washed the
dishes, and so forth... She always did
something... [My father] told her that
they would not take her for a wife... He
said that they would torture her...
Instead of that happening... Next to
Perri there is a river... It's called the
Perri River... He told her: "When they
make us cross the river, when we go
there, throw yourself in the water.
Better to die than fall into the hands of
the Turks." That's how she died in the
river...

Figure 4: Aunt Aghavnie and Levon, circa
1930.

After they took them to the
other side of the river... My
mother was a bit pretty... My
real mother had died, when I
was eight years old... This one
was analik [stepmother], but
she was good... She was
beautiful. When they took all of
them, a Turk put his hand on
my mother to rape her... My
father tried to stop that... They
cut my father's ears [indistinct]
and then they killed him right
there... This, my eldest sister
[witnessed... My sister Zaruhy,
God knows under what
torment... Like the others... She
made it to Haleb... There is a
dormitory in Haleb 3... She went
to the dormitory and she
(Hampartzoum and Kaspar’s) shirts so they would feel proud in school. She also was the only
person in the family who made up stories and jokes which brought fun and laughter into the
home.
3
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recounted to others, to other Perritzees, how they killed my father... She died in
torment there, in the dormitory... Where does one begin and which story does one tell?
What else did you want to hear?
[Interviewer] One minute...
[H. Chitjian] Oh, I wanted to tell you that my father writes in his letter here... This is
what I wanted to tell you...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] He [writes] that they [his sons in America] send [earnings] to him...
Because, as I explained earlier... Maybe I have recounted this earlier... I told it to I
don't know who... In our place [we heard stories]... When boys went to America, they
would fall in love with [American] girls... I told you that one of them, [a neighbor boy],
went insane and jumped from the roof and killed himself... I told you how another one
[Hmayag’s brother] got killed when he touched an electric wire... Another one
[neighbor] had gone insane... They had sent him back... I told you that the streets [in
Perri] were all built with stones until the church or other roads...
[Interviewer] To guard against mud...
[H. Chitjian] To guard against mud... He [the one who had been sent back] would kiss
all those and would go to the church...
[Interviewer] He kissed each stone?
[H. Chitjian] He would kiss the stones and return home...
[Interviewer] Tsk, tsk...
[H. Chitjian] When my father [heard about] that... Sometimes [this “crazy” boy] would
beat his sister and his mother... He couldn't beat his father because his father was a
big man... He would squeeze [him] for an hour or two until he came to his senses...
However, when his father left the house to go to work, when he was alone, he would
beat his sisters...
For that reason, my father has written to my brothers begging them to send him
money... He says that he has six to ten people that depend on him and that it's
difficult for him... He says that times have changed and that he's now getting old and
so forth. This is [indistinct]... He's my father... Otherwise, he wouldn't have asked my
brothers for money... My father apparently wrote so many sad [gut-wrenching] letters.
I didn't know... There are other letters here...

4
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[Interviewer] Here, let me say this... This
letter about which Mr. Chitjian is talking
is numbered 1. Number 1... The other
letters... Have these been photocopied?
Did we do them?
[H. Chitjian] Yeah, we photocopied
[microfiched] all of them [for the Zoryan
Institute]...
[Interviewer] Yes?

Figure 5: Letter from Mardiros Chitjian to
his sons in Chicago, 1914.

[H. Chitjian] This one... My younger
brother... I said that he [Kaspar] was the
brighter one in the house... I would go
out and play outside... My [brother]... I
understand now that my father viewed
me and my younger--my twin--brother
differently. This is the handwriting of my
twin brother. He wrote it on behalf of my
father... He has children... My father
signed it himself... I presume... This is
his [writing]... See the difference in the
handwriting?

[Interviewer] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] There is a difference, right?
[Interviewer] Very big...
[H. Chitjian] The form of the letters...
[Interviewer] Correct, correct... Also, look, it says: "Very Honorable Messrs Mihran
and Bedros."
[H. Chitjian] Yeah...
[Interviewer] "Very honorable..." Your father wouldn't address his sons with "very
honorable."
[H. Chitjian] In yergeer... It says here "Respected."
[Interviewer] It says here 1914...
[H. Chitjian] It says here "Respected Bedros and Mihran, my dear sons..."
5
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[Interviewer] See here he doesn't say "very honorable..."
[H. Chitjian] Kaspar wrote it...
[Interviewer] OK, it was Kaspar... "June 22, 1914, Perri, Charou..."
[H. Chitjian] Charsanjak...
[Interviewer] Charsanjank...
[H. Chitjian] In 1914... That means my father was more intimate with Kaspar... That's
how he must have told him about all his secrets... He sent it to America... I didn't
know... I knew that Kaspar was brighter at school, in his classes, in math...
Sometimes... We were twins, but he was a little weak [physically]... So I would beat
him so that he would teach me math. I would play outside... I would come [home]...
[Interviewer] One moment... A little while ago... About cutting ears... Whose ears did
they cut?
[H. Chitjian] My father's...
[Interviewer] Your father's? Because you said that, when he took the four of you
and...
[H. Chitjian] Turned us over to the Turk...
[Interviewer] Turned you over to the Turk...
[H. Chitjian] Then they went [were being deported]...
[Interviewer] Oooh...
[H. Chitjian] They took them on the road...
[Interviewer] These things happened on the way...[?]
[H. Chitjian] He told my sister... He told one of my sisters... Her name was Sultahn...
He told her to throw herself in the water and she threw herself in the river...
[Interviewer] She threw herself in the water...
[H. Chitjian] She threw herself in the water so that she would not fall into the hands
of the Turks...
[Interviewer] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] My other sister, Zaruhy, who was 22 years old, was able to make it to
Haleb after much torment...
6
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[Interviewer] Yes, yes, I understand... How did you hear about these things later?
After all, you didn't see your father afterward...
[H. Chitjian] I went to Haleb. I fled Kharpert and went to Persia... From Persia, I went
to Baghdad... From Baghdad, I went to Mosul, then to Der Zor, and then to Haleb. I
stayed in Baghdad for some time [because I had food poisoning from tahn]... I went to
Hokedoon in [Haleb]... People from our yergeer... Older women who [were closer to my
father’s age]... They had come there with my sister... My sister told them these
stories... And they [were there two years later]...
[Interviewer] Yes, yes... Those four brothers... The four of you... Were you all saved?
[H. Chitjian] No. I served a blind Turk as a slave for a year. My twin brother served a
Turkish official who had ordered the Armenians to be massacred as a slave. My other
younger brother... They took him [to] the rivers of Kharpert... They would take them
and whoever wanted a girl, a boy, or a woman, they would separate them... Then they
threw the rest into the water... My youngest brother was only six years old. He
couldn't be used as a slave... They stabbed him in the belly and threw him in the
water... Hundreds of them...
[Interviewer] What about your fourth brother?
[H. Chitjian] I was saved by living with Korr Mamoe... His name was Korr Mamoe...
Kaspar was saved by living with the official, the mudeyyi umumi... My other brother,
who was nine years old... When he was on the road... There is a village called Pertak...
A Turk took him and hid him there [where he served as a shepherd]...
[Interviewer] I didn't know that... What about your brother in Fresno?
[H. Chitjian] I don't have a brother in Fresno. The one in Fresno is my uncle's son...
[Interviewer] Oooh... He's your uncle's son...
[H. Chitjian] His brother... That one had a brother who was with me in Kharpert. The
one in Fresno... They went to live with the Turks—Kurds [in the Der Sim]... Just like
my father went to the Kurds [in the Der Sim] to save himself, but my [step]mother
caused him [to return home because she had heard that the Turks were only killing
Dashnag party members]…
[Interviewer] Caused him...
[H. Chitjian] Caused him...
[Interviewer] Because I have not yet been able to see that Chitjian in Fresno...
[H. Chitjian] If you had seen him...
7
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[Interviewer] I still haven't figured out where he has gone... No one answered... I
called twice every day... I couldn't... 4
[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct] When he wrote letters it couldn’t be read... His hand shook...
He was very old...
[Interviewer] I was told that he is the only person who could sing songs for you...
[H. Chitjian] He was a good singer...
[Interviewer] Tsk, tsk, tsk... I should have found him...
[H. Chitjian] He might also have sung in Kurdish because he stayed with them for a
while...
[Interviewer] Yes, yes.. I should [indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] Kurdish, Armenian...
[Tape stops abruptly]
[Tape restarts]
[H. Chitjian] I have a small writing... Let me see where it is...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] [My father] gave me to write...[this letter in 1914]
[Interviewer] This is the Armenian you wrote at age 14... Is that it?
[H. Chitjian] The Armenian I wrote when I was 14...
[Interviewer] Mmm... There are two of them... These are in Armenian... Could it be
this one? Bedros and... No... What is this?
[H. Chitjian] I have written only a little there [in this letter in 1914]... Is this all?
[Interviewer] This cannot be it because it all... Mmmm... Let me see... The pages are
not very clear... "Brothers Bedros and Mihran..." Could it be this one?
[H. Chitjian] Maybe it's this one [shuffling sounds]... Yeah, this is it... I would write
"H." My father's name was Mardiros Chitjian... That's how we wrote it. Here it says:
"Here I come to you..." This is my handwriting, and this is my brother's--Kaspar's-handwriting...
Bedros Alahaidoyan was interviewing people and collecting recordings of Traditional
Armenian Folk Songs.
4
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[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] See here it says "true brother Kaspar..."
[Interviewer] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] I can read when it's close by but I can't see [at a] distance... It says:
"Here I come..."
[Interviewer] "Here I come..."
[H. Chitjian] "Here I come to ask you how you are doing. I hope that you are alive and
well. If you ask about us, we are all alive and well with the entire family, down to
[indistinct] and we miss you. Brother Mihran, you had asked in your letter if
Hampartzoum is sick and why he's not writing to you. No, no, because my brother
Kaspar is younger than me [laughs]--he wants to write and I end up not writing so
that he gets his wish. This is why he is the one who writes all the time. From now on, I
will write to accede to your wish. You love us so much. How can we forget you? 5 My
dear brothers, whatever you do with God's permission, do it and do not upset my
father. My dear and handsome brothers, please ask my brother Bedros to write to my
father. [We are] waiting for your letter." That's my handwriting...
[Interviewer] This is your handwriting.
[H. Chitjian] I have written other things somewhere else.
[Interviewer] Fine, I'll take a look at this. Now, these two are in Armenian and in
Armenian script.
[H. Chitjian] That's in Armenian [female voices in background]... There must be
another one...
[Conversation with a newcomer]
[Interviewer] At the Zoryan meeting, the seminar...
[Female voice] Yes, yes.
[Male voice] Let us not disturb you.
[Interviewer] Please, please...

While answering letters to Bedros and Mihran, all three—the father, Kaspar, and
Hampartzoum—could have written a paragraph or two on one sheet. The change of person was
detected only by the characteristics of their handwriting. This practice was not unusual for the
time.
5
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[H. Chitjian] Zaroug [referring to his daughter, Zaruhy], other than this, I think there
is [another one]...
[Z. Chitjian] [Indistinct] These are the letters...
[H. Chitjian] Bring those to me... Among the ones you took out, are these the only
Armenian ones?
[Z. Chitjian] Yes, [your] father's [last] letters [from February 25, 1915]... There are also
Turkish [indistinct]...
[H. Chitjian] Maybe at the bottom... I want my letter... I have written [shuffling
sounds]...
[Interviewer] There is another page... "My dear brother Bedros..." Could it be this one?
[H. Chitjian] Yeah... Uhuh [laughs]...
[Interviewer] I am the one finding your writings. How about that? [laughs]
[H. Chitjian] My brother wrote all of this... He was younger than me... Actually he
wasn't younger... He was smaller physically, but... We were good with each other of
course... [Indistinct] in the old days... You see this... Now I can't remember these...
"My dear brother Bedros, my father says that he accepts the secret you have written in
your letter..."
[Interviewer] It didn't print [well]... There is an address...
[H. Chitjian] Whatever...
[Interviewer] Do you remember what the secret was? What was the secret?
[H. Chitjian] No. Who knows what it is. It's from 70 years back... Here it says: "You
will forgive me..." I think this is my handwriting. It says "Hampartzoum" here, right?
[Interviewer] "Hampartzoum," yes...
[H. Chitjian] "Because to other boys, Dikranagerd..." What? "They brought the
notebooks. That's why Masis wrote it." At school 6 they called my brother Masis and
they called me Papken. So it says Masis here instead of Kaspar. "My dear brother, you
must write letters every [day]... So that you can make our elderly 7 father happy.
Hampartzoum Chitjian."

When the school was lead by Dashnags, religious names were changed to the names of
political leaders.
7 Mardiros was approximately 45 years old at the time and considered to be old.
6
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[Interviewer] Mmm...
[H. Chitjian] There is another one I had
written...
[Z. Chitjian] Maybe there is [indistinct]...
[H. Chitjian] Huh?
[Z. Chitjian] I might not have seen it...
[Interviewer] Fine, let's put these letters in
order...
[Tape stops abruptly]
[Tape restarts]
[H. Chitjian] Where I stand... These are
such sad letters. There is nothing else. I
couldn't write anything else. 8 My name was
Rooshdie, my brother's name was Rashid.
Figure 6: Letter in Ottoman Turkish to
We wrote to each other as Turks. 9 Here
Los Angeles
there is an envelope that shows where...
The envelope is here in Los Angeles... When it arrives... Here it is...
[Interviewer] It's written in Turkish... Oooh...
[H. Chitjian] That's my handwriting.
[Interviewer] What do you say... You had such beautiful handwriting...
[H. Chitjian] That's all my handwriting...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] Zaroug, bring us the Turkish letters for us to take a look... This is all my
handwriting... Look what it says here... 598 South Indiana... It's in East Los Angeles...
If you go there, the house is still there. I came to that house.
[Interviewer] Is there a date there, hayrig [father]?

Because the letters were censored, Armenians didn’t write anything revealing or offensive
about the Turkish government.
9 The first thing that happened in the mektab was for all the Armenian names to be changed to
Turkish ones.
8
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[H. Chitjian] There is a date. This is the number [date]. It says 337 [Rumi calendar;
equivalent to 1921 in Gregorian calendar].
[Interviewer] Yes, but it should be 1915, right?
[H. Chitjian] No, no. The Turks used a different [calendar system]. The calendar they
used was different... Muhammad's calendar is different.
[Interviewer] Yes...
[Z. Chitjian] These are all in [Ottoman] Turkish... [Indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] Look, this entire letter... All of these... These... I wouldn't give these
[letters away] even if you gave me a million dollars...
[Interviewer] I understand.
[H. Chitjian] I have written about my days of misery and they are sad letters... In
some of them, I have written poems in words of misery... I wrote whatever I heard...
Each of these... I have written a [?line]... Wherever... I didn't know from one moment
to the next whether I would be alive...
[Interviewer] So, when the Kurds...
[H. Chitjian] Turks...
[Interviewer] Turks, yes... How did that letter reach America? To whom did you give
it? There was no mail or anything...
[H. Chitjian] There was mail... Once a month or every two months... See this is sent
by mail... Look, there is the address here...
[Interviewer] You were not in a city... You were in the deserts or somewhere like
that...
[H. Chitjian] Mail reached those places also...
[Interviewer] Mail reached there also... That's amazing...
[H. Chitjian] The mailmen would circulate once a month or every fifteen days to take
and to deliver mail...
[Interviewer] Really... Did you take the mail to a big city or a central place and did
they collect it there?
[H. Chitjian] Yes, I took it to Kharpert...
[Interviewer] You took it to Kharpert...
12
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[H. Chitjian] Yes...
[Interviewer] From there they distributed it by ship and so forth...

Figure 7: Renovated Post Office in Mezreh on Pahpuryolee Road, 2008.

[H. Chitjian] They delivered by ship or whatever... These...
[Interviewer] Now, do you remember approximately to what date this envelope
corresponds to?
[H. Chitjian] These are all from 1916 [1914] until 1921. From 1916 to 1921 [1923]...
Who knows, the boy who brought these to me... He is my brother's son... He's my
eldest brother [Bedros]'s son, [Levon]... How they kept it... I came here and lived with
them... They didn't tell me [about the letters]... They didn't show me the letters... [Why
did] they [save them]...
In those days, all those [young boys avoiding the Turkish draft] who came to America
lost their heads... [Indistinct]... As I told you, one of them went insane going after a girl
and jumped from a roof... Another went insane and returned home... Another one,
who knows what happened to him...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] Many... [Mothers] pulled their hair and cried saying, "may America crash
on his head..." Meaning that "I wish he had not gone there..."
[Interviewer] Really...
13
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[H. Chitjian] Let me tell you something else... I told you that my father sent by brother
Bedros to America in 1909... I remember that well. When I say well, I mean I
remember my brother's departure... My real mother was still alive... After he
[departed]... It took two to three months before we received a letter from Marseilles...
We received the letter... My mother took the letter, she kissed it, she got sick, and she
died... It wasn't even two months... She got sick and died... "Where did my son go?
He'll not come back..." She would see the face of the neighbor's son, the one who
beat his mother and sister... She would look at the other woman who pulled her hair
because her son had killed himself by jumping off the roof... She would remember the
other woman... They were all neighbors... He [Setrag Mouradian, her nephew] saw the
“rope” on the ground... He thought it was a rope... It was an electric wire... He got
electrocuted... He died that way...
[Interviewer] Tsk...
[H. Chitjian] That's a sad story, right?
[Interviewer] Unbelievable story...
[H. Chitjian] Zaroug, give me the Armenian letter... I don't [blame] for you because it's
too much [to translate]... I will take [these] somewhere... Your wife says that there is
someone who knows how to read [ Ottoman] Turkish... That would be divine for me...
Someone who can read Turkish or who can teach me how to read... If I can get hold of
the Turkish or Arabic alphabet... If I can have look at what is what, then I can read
it... Now I can read 40 or 50 percent... 10
[Interviewer] Yeah...
[H. Chitjian] Especially if... The other day... I wrote this myself... When you asked me
if I knew any songs... I have sung only these... From [within] my heart...
[Interviewer] Oh... Sing hayrig... Can you sing now?
[H. Chitjian] No...
[Interviewer] [Why] is it?
[H. Chitjian] Now I said... When my brother... They threw one of my brothers in the
river... The Turks had taken him... My middle brother... He was nine years old... In
yergeer, brothers slept in pairs... There were ten of us... That brother and myself slept
together... When I found him in Kharpert... We were together for two or three years... I
had to leave Kharpert because they were going to enlist me into the army... I escaped
For years, Hampartzoum looked for someone to translate the Ottoman Turkish letters. It was
in 2000 when with the help of Hilman Kaiser he found someone in Turkey to translate the
letters.
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with the [Kurdish Caravan] and went to Persia... I always thought that [the Turks]
took him in my place and killed him... That's what I always thought... I wrote so
many sad letters that... In Armenian... From Persia, from Baghdad, from Haleb...
Here it says: "Bu daghdan, bu daghdan..." [From this mountain, this mountain] No,
"bu khandan..." [From this house] It says "bu khane..." [this house] "Oturmushim, nazli
kardashim bu khandan..." [I sit, my brother, in this house] Do you know Turkish?
[Interviewer] I understand a little, yes...
[H. Chitjian] "Eger bulur isem jani jana sararim, bulamazsam boynum buruk uzumemin
gezerim... Bu khandan, bu khandan, bu khandan... Oleyim kurtulayim, bu dunyanin
derdinden..." [If I find you, I will embrace you; if I cannot find you, I will stroll
with my head bowed and sad... From this house, from this house, from this
house... I wish I died and I would be spared the troubles of this world...]
[Interviewer] What does "bu khandan" mean?
[H. Chitjian] "From the house..."
[Interviewer] Oh, "khan..." Yes, of course... Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] "Der Zor chollerinde gunesh parliyor... Ermeni muhajiri yaman aghliyor..."
[The sun shines in the deserts of Der Zor... The Armenian refugee cries hard...] I wrote
this recently... Now, I can read what I have written...
[Interviewer] What is the other... The other line...
[H. Chitjian] It says: "Der Zor chollerinde gunesh parliyor..." You understand that...
[Interviewer] Yes.
[H. Chitjian] "Osmanli askeri ghurshun yaghliyor..." [The Ottoman soldier rains
bullets...] His hand is oily...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] "Ermeni muhajiri yaman aghliyor..." [The sobbing Armenian refugee]
[Interviewer] Yes, I got that also...
[H. Chitjian] "Dini bir oghruna giden Ermeni..." [The Armenian dies for his religion]
[Interviewer] This is the [indistinct] that always came... Yes... I heard this song 20
times... The person who sang this best was a hayr [father] or babig [grandfather] from
Fresno... His name is Sarkis Boghosian...
[H. Chitjian] Huh... Where is he from?
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[Interviewer] He sang it very well... He sang it the longest...
[H. Chitjian] There was a boy in Mexico City... His name was Toumboulian... He
[survived with that one song]... Whenever he heard it... When he put his hand against
his ear and sang... People came and gave him 10 cents, 20 cents... He made a lot of
money. He was also miserable... He was a small boy... Miserable...
[Interviewer] Yes, yes... I transcribe these songs wherever I hear them... Because they
are the first expression of the history of our genocide through song, “Through the
Depths of the Heart”... It is almost like a romantic novel of our century...
[H. Chitjian] Yes, that's right...
[Interviewer] I am the first who... These songs... You know... Ethnographic songs and
so forth... Our people always look for the Armenian ones... In Armenia, here,
everywhere... Toumajanian, Lesouments, and so forth... However, those in Turkish... I
am the first one who is collecting the songs that that are bursting with the Armenian
soul in this kind of Turkish or Kurdish...
[H. Chitjian] What you are doing, the position you have taken... That is sad songs,
sad... Now, it depends on the speaker... I told you a few days ago that there is a lady
[Verkin Noubarian] who knows Kurdish... She made me cry many times... Many
times, many times... We used to go together to play pinochle and so forth... They
were Palvetzee... Her husband played backgammon and pinochle very well... Every
week, either they were in our house or we were in their house... Sometimes, when we
had time, we would start telling [our] stories... The woman...
[Interviewer] I phoned that lady...
[H. Chitjian] Huh?
[Interviewer] You had phoned her yourself... Then I phoned... Might not that lady
sing?
[H. Chitjian] It's... She's old... She's older than me... She sings, but she has lost
hope... She sings... She told me: "I'll do anything for you..." Regardless of her age...
She's quite old... She sings, but I don't know what you can get out of her...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] The song of the old person is different... It's different from how a person
sings when he or she was younger...
[Interviewer] Of course...
[H. Chitjian] You know why I say this? This is between us...
16
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[Interviewer] Of course...
[H. Chitjian] If someone hears somewhere, her son and so forth... I think that the
woman fell into the hands of Turks, Kurds... Kurds not Turks... 11 And that she had a
child... She left that child there and came here... Apparently, she made songs about
that...
[Interviewer] She composed them?
[H. Chitjian] Whether she composed them or...
[O. Chitjian] How do you know [indistinct]... With that pain, they find [indistinct]...
[Interviewer] Vay, vay... Fine... She gave her address, but I have to go and find her...
[H. Chitjian] She said: "If they come to your house, I'll do what I can. I'll sing..."
[Interviewer] If she comes to your house, can you not record her on a device like this?
Let her sing, just for you... This is very easy. You set up the device... The cassette
inside... How it runs... It runs and you record...
[H. Chitjian] They live in a quite distant location. They're in the Valley. To come... You
have to go and bring them and so forth... It's a process...
[O. Chitjian] [Indistinct] it's the day... We'll go again...
[Tape stops abruptly]
[Tape restarts]
[H. Chitjian] I have heard the boys' songs many times... Sometimes [indistinct]... They
called them "lawko" [young boy/kid]… They were sad songs... In truth, we didn't
understand Kurdish very well... Very little...
[Interviewer] Uhuh...
[H. Chitjian] But they had such sad songs... They had such a good voice... That
doesn't exist any longer...
[O. Chitjian] [Indistinct in the background]
[H. Chitjian] This woman... As if... The songs of Kurdish women... I haven't heard
those because the women didn't sing before men... However, the men sang... This
woman is a woeful woman...

Whenever Hampartzoum would talk about her song, tears of pain would roll down his
cheeks!
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[Interviewer] That's why I definitely don't want to lose her [songs]...
[H. Chitjian] She is a grief-stricken woman...
[Interviewer] Now that lady gave...
[Tape stops abruptly]
[Tape restarts]
[H. Chitjian] We saw her in the home for the elderly 12... In the yard of the home for
the elderly... She sang... [Indistinct] you can record her... Sing...
[S. Chitjian] Panorama...
[Tape stops]
[Tape restarts]
[H. Chitjian] The lady also described her hardships... She was only five years old... At
five... Until she was nine... She was saved and so forth... It's not much but she said
that she was without her mother for four years... Those four years, without a mother,
knowing that her mother was alive, hmm…
[Interviewer] She lived...
[H. Chitjian] When I went to see her father... He had died [recently]... There's a story
for you... These do not affect you very much... That's how I feel... Your interest is in
songs... When you take the song... You can take these any time, but the song--the
singers--will be gone and they will be no more...
[Interviewer] I know, hayrig, for the love of your soul... That's why I'm running
around [trying to record them]...
[H. Chitjian] Now, my song... I will sing... In truth, it's not much of anything...
[Interviewer] I know the melody of this one...
[H. Chitjian] Do not expect much from us...
[Interviewer] I know the melody of this one... I have already written down its lyrics... I
will see how I can... This is a tremendous amount of work... Bringing together and
cataloging all the collected news and information... That's a secondary issue... I'll do
that later... Fine, I will put together these letters in Turkish and Arabic script... You
sent quite a few... Five or six of them... I'm really happy about these... These, together

12

Mission Hills Ararat Home.
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with these cassettes that I recorded right now... I will combine them... And... That will
be very, very good... I am very pleased...
[H. Chitjian] I have lived in America for so many years now... I have not heard sad
songs from anyone except that woman...
[Interviewer] I have recorded...
[Tape stops abruptly]
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Part 2
[H. Chitjian] When they listened...
[Female voice] In the open air... [indistinct] If you had any troubles, you would get rid
of your troubles..
[H. Chitjian] However, I have never had that... I have never had that...
[Female voice] Yes...
[Tape stops]
[Interviewer] Aren't you tired?
[O. Chitjian] He ran out of breath.
[Interviewer] That's important, that's important...
[H. Chitjian] I will give him a few copies. I have brought some copies [of papers]...
About my life... Take them and put them to one side... 13 Don't look at them now, but
let me explain what they are... Can you give that to me? [Shuffling sounds] This is the
prayer book...

Figure 8: The prayer book that Hampartzoum carried during his escape from Turkey.
Approximately 2.5x4 inches.

Hampartzoum had a habit of sharing his papers with others –unfortunately, some were not
copies and those originals are now lost!
13
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[Male voice] It's surprising... Why do they close them?...
[Z. Chitjian] [Indistinct]
[Male voice] Yes, they close at five...
[Z. Chitjian] [Indistinct]
[Interviewer] This newspaper is important, see? [indistinct] [female voices in
background]
[Interviewer] Is this something different from your letters?
[H. Chitjian] What is this?
[Interviewer] Is this something different
from your letters over here?
[H. Chitjian] These?
[Interviewer] Yes, what are these?
[H. Chitjian] When I was on the route...
From Persia, Baghdad, and so forth...
When I was on the road... It says what I
suffered when I was here [en route to the
US]...
[Interviewer]] Huh, huh...
[H. Chitjian] This is my aunt... My father's
sister [Aghavnie]...
Figure 9: Aunt Aghavnie and Levon with
their children, circa 1930.

[Interviewer] Aha...

[H. Chitjian] The one I told you... This
young man is the son of a man [Abo Ebo]
who converted to a Turk in 1890... My father gave her to him...
And this is me... I was 14 years old at the time of godoradz [massacre]... This must be
in 1918... This is my younger brother [Kerop]... The one I told you about... I found him
in Pertak and he used to sleep next to me... This is him... This one is my cousin
[Hmayag], the son of my mother's brother... He is in Armenia now... [illegible] This is in
that miserable time... This one... When I started writing letters in Turkish, I started
charging money... So that I would have a job [and earn money]...
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Figure 10 and 11: Hampartzoum and Kerop, left.
Hmayag Mouradian in Armenia, 1969, right.

[Interviewer] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] Look, now I look like a man... By this time, I had grown taller... They
were going to conscript me into the Turkish army... That's when I ran [and escaped
out of Turkey]... I left brother there...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] Then that was a very miserable [and dangerous time for older Armenian
boys]...
[Interviewer] Did you prepare this [stack of papers] for me? Or is it for you?
[H. Chitjian] I have a copy of that. Take this...
[Interviewer] I would like to keep this.
[H. Chitjian] Keep it, keep it...
[Interviewer] Of course, I would like to keep it...
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[H. Chitjian] I'll give you a few things so that you can take with you... 14
[Interviewer] Yes, certainly...
[H. Chitjian] You talked to me... Although you could not hear any songs, at least you
will have something else...
[Interviewer] Yes... In any event, I'll also take a picture of you now...
[Female voice] [Indistinct]
[Interviewer] No, now it works. I had covered it, that's why...
[H. Chitjian] As much as we hate the Turks...
[Female voice] There is a piece of a passport...
[H. Chitjian] Because they massacred us... I hate twice as much... I told you a little
earlier that we had two priests... One of them, [Der Boghos], was [friendly] to the
government... He put a sack on the back of the church warden... With a cross in his
hand, he [asked Armenians] to hand over their weapons... The other [priest, Der
Krikor,] did not want us to give away our weapons...
[Female voice] To keep them...
[H. Chitjian] He wanted us to resist... Just as the Sasoontzee resisted... Some of them
were saved... First that priest [Der Boghos] betrayed [the Armenians], after that they
went... Then the priest tied a sarikh [turban] on his head... The Turks call it sarikh,
right? They become mullahs... So he became a mullah, but they killed him anyway
[during the Kurdish rebellion]... That priest... This is why I hate priests...
Now look... When I say these, I say them truthfully... With sadness and emotion, I
remember my father's song... Ayskan charik te moranan mer vortik [if our children
forget this much]... Right?
[Interviewer] Yes, that's Aharonian's poem...
[H. Chitjian] That's right... Seventy years... Now it's more than 72... Seventy-two
years ago, [the Armenians] were disunited... [Indistinct] parties... They did not
resist at all... They were all driven away...
In this way, many of the original letters and papers are missing from the Hampartzoum and
Ovsanna Chitjian collection. Hampartzoum himself gave many away since during that time in
the 1980s, no one was interested in the historicity or value of these letters. In 2012 they are
considered to be irrefutable collective evidence whose veracity can be supported by references
to specific locations, dates, and activities, and highly valued by scholars, universities and
museums.
14
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[Interviewer] I am an Urfatzee... Our people resisted...
[H. Chitjian] [Laughs] Look, I say here:
[Reads] Achks desadz en vakhtsadz eh [My eyes have been terrified by what they have
seen]...
[Interviewer] [Reads]
Achks desadz en vaktsadz eh [My eyes have been terrified by what they have seen];
Aganchs lsadz en [My ear, from what it has heard];
Sirds dgaratsadz e antsyalen [My heart is weakened by the past];
Gu toghtogha kaliken [It trembles for the future];
Kradzs jshmardabes, voch gardzeek ov [What I write is the truth, not imagined];
[H. Chitjian] Jshmardabes yev voch gardzyok...
[Interviewer] Yes, yes... [continues to read]
Yes tzhokhken chem vakhnar [I am not afraid of hell];
Gyanks tzhokhken antsadz e [My life has gone through hell];
Darabelen verch asykan [After suffering so much];
Ter darabelen gu vakhnam [I am still afraid of suffering];
Oooh...
[H. Chitjian] Look, here we have the same priests... One is a Tashnagtsagan and the
other is a Ramgavar... They disagree... They remain the same until now.
What does it say here?
[Interviewer] [Reads]
Klkhoun vra dngvin [May they stand on their heads];
Yete srdantz irarou chmiyanayn [If they don't unite sincerely];
Haba meghk e yete shidagu khosis [Then is it a shame if you speak the truth?]
[H. Chitjian] I wake up with this...
Now, across from them is written... Look, it says... What have I noted?
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Ayskan charik chen mortsadz tser vortik? [This much evil your children forget]...
[Interviewer] [Reads]
Mahvan knov bidi gerdenk hayrenik [We will build a homeland at the cost of our loss].
[H. Chitjian] His name is Hampig...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] He is [Hampig] Sassounian... 15
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] My name is Hampartzoum... My wife has named me Hampig... I have
been Hampig for 58 years...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] This is the Der Zor song. Do you want this? Do you want these?
[Interviewer] You give me whatever you can.
[H. Chitjian] Sorry [indistinct]...
[Interviewer] Sit, sit Papken...
[H. Chitjian] I have a copy of this, so I can give it to you.
[Interviewer] Mmm...
[H. Chitjian] Look: See these two priests? See, this one is written in Armenian...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] This one... Tom Bradley, you know, the one who competed against
Deukmedjian... The black man who wanted to become [governor]...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] That man was on very good terms with us in the past.
[Interviewer] That's what they say...
[H. Chitjian] He said that the Armenians can have their voice heard only by uniting.
When you come separately... One Tashnagtsagan, one Ramgavar, and I don't know
what... Then your voice will not be heard... Is it not true?
Referring to the 1982 assassination of Turkish Consul General Kemal Arikan in Westwood,
Los Angeles for which Harry M. Sassounian was convicted and imprisoned for a life sentence.
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Figure 12: Papers from the Chitjian collection referring to California Governor Tom
Bradley's call for the American Armenians to unite.
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[Female voice] That's what Tom Bradley said...
[H. Chitjian] Alright... This is his writing... And these two are supposedly trying to
reach some conciliation... They are joining hands... Right? [Indistinct]
[Interviewer] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] This one talks about Der Zor... I have been to Der Zor...
When we went to Der Zor...
[Interviewer] Tell me...
[H. Chitjian] I ran from Kharpert to Persia, from Persia to Baghdad, from Baghdad to
Musul, from Musul to Der Zor, and after that I went to Haleb. We didn't know... I
never knew that they martyred most Armenians in Der Zor... 16
[Female voice] That's the place of massacre...
[H. Chitjian] When we went to Der Zor... I mean when we went to Mosul... When we
went from Baghdad to Mosul... Mosul is a big city... There, they rented a bus to take
us to Haleb... However, they told us that, if we had any money on us, we should give it
to the bus driver, so that he hides it somewhere and that he would return it to usguaranteed--when we reached Haleb. We did not believe that. Once you give him the
money, how is he going to [return the money]? We had gold coins on us.
I had suspenders... The pants were held up by suspenders, right? I sewed my money
on the inside of my suspenders. There were also two Vanetzee boys... Their pictures
are in the house... One day, if the opportunity arises, I can show them to you... They
sewed their money here... They sewed into this part of their pants... Down here... They
didn't have suspenders [laughs]...

[Female voice] [Indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] In any event, we got on the bus. After driving for about an hour... As if
coming out of the ground... The Arabs started firing... There is nobody, nothing there...
They were lying down or something... They fired on the tires... They shot the tires of
bus... The bus stopped... On the sand... He couldn't drive [anymore]...

Hampartzoum had been completely unaware of what took place in the Der Zor while he was
in Turkey —what a shock it was for him to see piles of bones and to have an Arab tell him
these were the bones of Armenian Martyrs in Baghdad. See “A Hair’s Breadth from Death”
Chap. 31, pg. 261-262.
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They came... There were ten to 12 Arabs on front part of the bus... They had put us
three Armenian boys in the rear seats... It was also hot at that time... In any event,
they started taking off the clothes of the Arabs and examining them to see if they had
any money... They took the clothes of the Arabs, because they were also Arabs and
they could wear those clothes... However, when it was the turn of our clothes... We
used to wear the same [western style] clothes in Baghdad as the ones we wear here...
We were wearing those clothes on the bus...
First, the other two boys got off the bus... They got off before me... They were Vanetzee
boys... They took their clothes and started
shaking them to see if there was any
money in them... They made them take off
everything, shirts and all...
When it was my turn, I took off my
suspenders from two sides... I gave them
my jacket... My clothes were a little bit
better... I threw that [jacket] to one of
them, I threw my pants to another one...
However, when my suspenders dropped on
the ground, I covered them with some
[sand] and I stood on them... It was luck...
God helped...
My money was saved... They [the robbers]
took [everyone’s] money... They robbed
us... They left everyone with just
underwear... They took the Arabs' clothes...
They cut up the Armenians' clothes...
Instead of opening them up and taking the
money from inside, they cut up the jackets
and the pants into pieces... That's how
they took the money... My money... I had
quite a bit of money in my pockets... They
took that... However, it didn't make much
Figure 13: Hampartzoum (seated) with the
difference... They [couldn’t] wear our
Vanetzee boys in Haleb, 1922
clothes, so that they returned our clothes...
We put our clothes back on, we boarded the bus again... We all sat in the back...
Those boys... These Vanetzee boys had stayed in Baghdad for a while... So they knew
Arabic... One of the boys was good, but one of them was bad [laughs]... He told me:
"Your suspenders were saved... You must give your money to us..."
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I told them that I would help them by all means... I had gone through misfortune, so I
knew what was happening... Whatever, I could not convince him... Throughout the
trip he was threatening me: "I will [report you]. If I give you away to the Arabs, they
will give me something..." I promised to help him but it did not work... In any event
[indistinct]...
When we approached Der Zor... We had not reached Der Zor yet... When you drive on
the road... Mara... What do they call it...
[Interviewer] Yes, marakhough, fog...
[H. Chitjian] You see trees and greenery... You think...
[Female voice] Mirage...
[H. Chitjian] What do they call that?
[Female voice] Mirage....
[H. Chitjian] Mirage... Yeah... In English... You think that there are trees there and
there are people there... You go there, but there is no one... It was just an apparition...
We reached this place, where there was water... There was a valley... The bus stopped
to change the water or to take water, to wash, or whatever... When we stopped there,
we got out... Before we got there, I had told the boy that I would give him my
suspenders where we stopped... He wanted to have the suspenders... One of those
Vanetzee boys [David]...
[Interviewer] The whole money?
[H. Chitjian] He wanted all my money... He said that he would give something back...
He said that he would divide it up...
Anyhow, I told him that I would give it to him but that if I gave it [indistinct]... I told
him that I would give it when we stopped somewhere... When we got off the bus,
everyone went somewhere. We walked a little distance... I took off my suspenders and
gave them to him... He took them and put them on... He said that I should not worry
and that he would give me something...
We returned and boarded the bus again... This is before we reached Der Zor... This
is where there was a valley and water... When we reached Der Zor, the Arabs reported
to the government that we were robbed... They were all without clothes... The
government provided us with a hotel free of charge. They brought us clothes and
food... All free of charge... They put us in the hotel... The Arabs in one section, us in
another section... They knew that we were Armenians... At that time, the British
were in charge... The British controlled those places...
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They told us that they will put us in one room. Alright... They put us in one room... We
went to the room... We sat... I was upset... The boy had my suspenders... Those two
were Vanetzees... One of the boys, the one I said was nicer... I asked that one to go
and get some water for me... As soon as that boy left... Over there, the keys [latches]
on the back of the doors were wooden... I locked the door and jumped on the other
boy... Although he was older than me and perhaps a little stronger, but I jumped on
him... He tore my clothes and scratched and so forth...
In any event, we started fighting... The Arabs came and knocked on the door... Who is
going to open the door? We were fighting... They entered the room through the
window... They separated us by force and so forth... They took us to the police station.
[Interviewer] What do you say?
[H. Chitjian] This is a real story [laughs]... They took us to the police station. The
policemen took us from one to another... They found one who could speak Turkish...
This one was supposed to be a judge [coughs]... He was just an official... An Arab
official who spoke Turkish...
[Interviewer] On what date is this happening?
[Male voice] In 1920...
[H. Chitjian] In 1921 or 1922, around then...
[Interviewer] Yes, go on...
[H. Chitjian] In 1922... They took us... The Arab started saying... He said: "You have
the gold. Is it yours?" He said it is his. I said it is mine. The gold was in the
suspenders and [David] was wearing the suspenders... [The Judge] asked me... He
said the gold was substantial money and that it was not an inconsiderable sum... He
asked what the numbers were on the gold coins... Who looks at the numbers on gold
coins when they get them? No one looks at the numbers on gold coins... He said: "No,
you are wrong. You know what gold is--you know one gold coin..." At that time, I had
quite a few. I had ten to 12 coins. [My brothers in America] had sent me money and I
had converted the dollars to gold so that I could store in a small place in case we were
robbed on the road...
Anyhow, I said that I didn't know [the numbers]. The man was confused. He didn't
know what [bad had transpired between us]. He said: "Are you not Armenians?" We
said we were. He said: "You have fought each other, you have scratched each
other, and torn off each other's clothes. Are you not ashamed? For the sake of
money... You managed some of your money... There is money there... I don't [know]
whose it is, but whoever is the owner, if he will not help the other..."
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Immediately, I said: "I will help by all means. I will help whatever is required..."
However, the other boy also said that he will help. He said that it is his money and
that he will help me. I said the same thing...
The man said: "I will take you somewhere so that it hits you deep inside [your
heart] and so that you help each other... Without me having to explain too much to
you..." He summoned a--do they call it a jeep?
[Interviewer] Yes.
[H. Chitjian] The kind [of car] that goes everywhere.
[Interviewer] Yes, that's a jeep.
[H. Chitjian] Whatever... We got on one... Us three boys and him... Before we got on
the train... I mean bus... I mean [jeep]... I said [to the judge], "Look... When I say it's
mine..." It occurred to me suddenly... I said: "When you hook up the suspenders using
buttons... The holes on the suspenders, how well it fits, and so forth... " I asked him
why he has not looked at that... The man turned and looked. He saw that the buttons
[on the pants of the other boy] were too small and they didn't match. The buttons on
my pants were a bit bigger and the holes on the suspenders were also big.
[Interviewer] So they fit the [holes]...
[H. Chitjian] He saw it and said: "So it is yours." He said: "This is yours. I will take it
from him and give it to you. However, let us go first and when we return, he will give it
to you." When he told this to the boy, the boy turned his face down and the [judege]
realized that the boy was reconciled...
[Interviewer] He became reconciled...
[H. Chitjian] That the buttonhole and the location of button... Were of the same size...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] In any event, we went and saw... He took us to a place where there
were the bones of Armenians...
[Interviewer] It occurred to me. After all this is Der Zor...
[H. Chitjian] There were two huge... Quite a large space... Later I learned that it was
much larger than that... That they had gathered many more [bones]... He said: "These
are the bones of Armenians. Some are the bones of children. Some hands holding each
other... Small and large skulls [indistinct]... These are all Armenian bones. Some
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may even belong to one of your relatives." He asked: "Does this touch your
heart?" He asked me if I would help the others. I said: "Gladly." 17
When we returned, he gave me the suspenders and said: "Now make up with each
other." We made up and so forth. We boarded the bus and arrived in Haleb. The

Figure 14: Piles of Armenian skulls.

government transported us free of charge because we were robbed. When we arrived in
Haleb, the government put us up in hotel for another week free of charge. When we
came to Haleb it was controlled by the French. They also gave things free of charge if
you were robbed.
Anyhow, one of those two boys had a father or brother in Egypt and the other one had
relatives in France. They wrote letters. Throughout that time--it took a month or a
month and a half... Their money came... They paid me back for everything I had
spent... They made up with me... They [indistinct] pictures... [Indistinct]
This is what I say here... I have been to Der Zor personally and where the Arab
official took me... This is that...
This one I'll give it to you so that... So that you know that, until now, I am opposed to
priests... A little while ago, I told her mother that I am opposed to priests, especially

17

See “A Hair’s Breadth from Death” Ch. 31, pg. 257-263.
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the priests here... They are nothing but actors... If you say that, they are not a
clergyman...
In our house, every day we would stand before the fireplace... Six brothers and my
father... My grandfather was still alive... My sisters in the back... They would not mix...
The girls and the boys sat in different places for meals... One stood up... Havadov
Khosdovanim has 24 stanzas... Each of us said one stanza... Not my young
brothers 18... Myself, my twin brother, Mihran, Bedros, my father, and my
grandfather... We said Havadov Khosdovanim... Sometimes we knelt and said Der
Voghormya... May God give us peace and allow us to see our missed ones again, and
so forth... This is how we grew up... This is how our family was...
Consequently, now... When they struck us... When they struck the Armenians... We
lived with Turks... There is a village called Parchanj in Kharpert...
[Interviewer] Parchanj, huh? Sounds familiar...
[H. Chitjian] I lived there for two years...
[Male voice] It's Hamasdegh's village...[?]
[H. Chitjian] Which one shall I relate, I don't know...
[Interviewer] Tell us, tell us...We're listening, right?
[H. Chitjian] I mean, so that you do not get bored...
[Male voice] Isn't Parchanj the village where Hamasdegh was born?
[H. Chitjian] When I was in Parchanj... What?
[Male voice] Hamasdegh... There is a writer called Hamasdegh... He was born in
Parchanj...
[H. Chitjian] Where is he?
[Male voice] He died... He was in America... [Indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] There is another one here from Parchanj... 19 His name was Krikor
Bedoyan... He lived in Fresno... He also died... He too... The same song... He came here
[to visit]... We had some friends... We went to their house... That song... That song...
There was that conversation...

18
19

Very young children were considered “innocent” and they were not to ask for “forgiveness.”
Anna Kaprielian and her husband were Parchanjee and they too settled in Fresno.
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Now look... Imagine being the son of such a Christian family and such a believer
in the cross, and then [forced to curse] the cross... You have to read this... Look
what it says... You know Turkish, right? You understand Turkish a little also, right?
[Interviewer] They know, I don't...
[H. Chitjian] I know... They would draw a cross on the ground, in the dirt... Then they
would say, now the cross... Supposedly, they had converted us into Turks... La Ilahi
Allah Mehmed al Rasul [There is no god but Allah and Muhammad is his prophet], and
so forth... They had taught us how to pray... I never went to the mosque of those
rascals, but we pretended to pray with them... After doing all that, they would not
believe that we had really converted to Islam... I had even forgotten speaking
Armenian... The walls might talk, the ground might talk, the trees might talk... So we
had forgotten... 20
It says here: Khach, khach, khurban khach [Cross, cross, beloved cross]... They would
draw a cross on the ground and we would tell the cross... Bashin khaldir geuzun ach
[Lift your head and open your eyes]... The cross was on the ground, right? Osmanlidir,
zorludur; topuzlari khalundir [The Ottoman is strong, his war clubs are thick]... Do you
know what topuzlari means?
[Female voice] Stick...
[H. Chitjian] Stick, that's right... Ourdi bana, sichtim sana [It hit me, I shit on you]...
[Interviewer] Tsk, tsk...
[H. Chitjian] These words came out of my mouth... 21
[Female voice] [Indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] Then over here... It says over here: "What I have written is real. It is not
imagined." I always say this...
[Reads] There is another survivor from the hell of Parchanj in the same way: Krikor
Bedoyan. 1124 Webster Street, Sanger, California. His phone number is written here.
You should call him. He will tell you the same thing.
Which one are you going to [relate]?

What were the Turkish motives for such a brutal scheme?
Hampartzoum was so traumatized with this act of cursing and defecating on the cross, a
widespread practice —had he not complied with their orders, his Christian faith would have
been revealed and he would certainly have been killed. In his later years, he wanted “this guilt”
to be absolved by a priest he respected. Catholicos Vasken I was the only priest he felt would
understand his guilt and worthy of this task. Unfortunately, that opportunity was not to be…
20
21
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I will give you these. You can take them with you. I have copies. I would like to make a
copy of this, but...
[Interviewer] Isn't this a copy?
[H. Chitjian] This one... Hell... It says here...
[Interviewer] [Reads] A story from hell... My escape from Kharpert until Persia,
two and a half months, and so forth... 22
[H. Chitjian] For two and a half months, I did not eat anything other than raw fish.
When I became 19... Eighteen or 19... You saw it in my picture, right? It says "during
my escape" there... The Turks seized me to conscript me into the army... At that time,
hair had started growing on my face... I shaved it, so that I would look young... When I
went there, the man hit my hand... He started spitting and said: "Aren't you ashamed
to, mmm, your facial hair?'
[Interviewer] Shave...
[H. Chitjian] Shave... They considered that shameful there. They made me sit on a
chair and started spinning it... "Do you have anything to do with Dersim? Do you have
anything to do with this or that?" After a while, I passed out... What are you going to
do? Then they said that I should go to the government [and enlist]... They wrote down
my name and so forth... They said that I should go to the government and that they
will come to my house the next day to take me... I ran the next day...
I left my brother there... With what plan... The Kurds there... The Russians had
advanced until around Kghee... They had reached Jabaghchour [Bingol]... So the
muhajirs [refugees] had come there... Kurdish muhajirs... We called them muhajir... We
called refugees "muhajir..."
[Interviewer] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] They were helping the Armenians escape... The Kurds were in very good
terms with the Armenians. If our Perri... It says here somewhere [pats on a book, “The
Story of Charsanjabh” by Yerenian]... You will read... I'll give it to you... If our Perri... If
they had listened to that first priest and had not surrendered their weapons... If they
had not surrendered and resisted and if they had given half of their possessions to the
Kurds, we would have been saved... Most of us... Most of us would have been saved...
Just as the Sassoontzee were saved... But they did not do it...
Anyhow... Everything... As they say, when you fall into the sea or the river you try to
hang on to the [wave]...
22

See “A Hair’s Breadth from Death” Chap. 29, pg. 226-243.
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[Interviewer] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] What is the [wave] going to do for you? See?
Like it or not, I went to the Kurd [a neighbor in Sako Malahsee]... I had heard that
they had saved a few [Armenians]... I gave them 10 gold coins... You can see that I am
dressed nicely at that time...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] I used to write letters in Turkish... I would write each for two kurush and
read each for two khooroosh. I had [earned] quite a bit of money... I paid them ten gold
pieces so that they would take me to Armenia... They had come from the Bayzid area
themselves... They were supposed to take... They swore on their, mmm, that they
would take me... I had no choice but to join them... I dressed in Kurdish clothes like
them and I joined them...
From Kharpert, they walked for eight hours every day... Then... The government had
given them horses, mules, donkeys, seeds for sowing, cows, and so forth, so that the
Kurds would go and populate vacated regions... The government gave those... They
took us with them... They took money from us and they were supposed to take us with
them... 23
Anyhow, eight hours from Kharpert, there is a village called Itchmeh. 24 It's eight
hours... From Parchanj... Parchanj is four hours away [from Kharpert]... Itchmeh is
eight hours away... We reached Itchmeh... I had lived in Itchmeh for quite some time...
When we arrived in Itchmeh, I went to the fountain to wash... They have a big fountain
there... In Turkish, "Itchmeh" means "don't drink."

23
24

“Kurds” took advantage of Armenians whenever possible.
Itchmeh and Ahbooze were predominately Armenian villages.
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Figure 15: Captured water from the spring at Itchmeh, 2008.

[Interviewer] Oooh...
[H. Chitjian] Itchmeh is the upper town... They have a spring that is so cold that you
cannot drink it... You have to take it and put aside for a while and then drink it... They
had such cold water... That's why they called it "don't drink." That town was called
Itchmeh...
Anyhow, I went to the fountain to wash... I noticed that a boy was standing next to me
and was looking at me... He said: "Ermenisin... You are Armenian." He was speaking in
Turkish... I looked at his face... Yes, he looked Armenian... You would be afraid to say
that you are Armenian, right?
[Interviewer] Of course...
[H. Chitjian] I said: "Yes, I'm Armenian." He said: "I am also Armenian." So we became
friends. I said: "Who are you?" He said that... In Kharpert there was a priest called
Yeghoyan... They were spared because they were Protestants... The Germans had
saved them... He said that he was the son of that priest's brother... His name was
Avedis and the other boy's name was Nazaret... So we decided to go together...
Anyhow, we marched for two or three days and we reached Palu. After Palu, there is a
village called Jabaghchour. We reached Jabaghchour... That means, eight,12, two...
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We had walked for three days... We reached Jabaghchour after walking for three
days... In the evening... There was a big tree... We call it prinj... It is a kind of round
fruit... Inside...
[Male voice] Yes, it is devek...
[H. Chitjian] What is it?
[Male voice] Devek, devek...
[H. Chitjian] Whatever, we call it prinj... There was prinj tree... They sat under the
prinj tree... They would keep us so that in the evening... The donkeys carry the
burdens... The oxen also carry the burdens... After they walk during the day, the
animals have to graze on grass in the evening, right? The men had to sit and rest...
The Kurdish women would bake sajee hats [thin bread] and they would serve us to
eat... When we were on the road...
When the Kurdish chieftains gathered and sat under the tree, they called us... They
called us by our names... My name was Rooshdie... The others were called Mehmet or
something, I don'tknow... We went there and we found out that we had been
snitched... The Kurd who was taking us... The Kurd who was taking the other two
Armenian boys... They had taken ten gold coins from me and eight gold coins from the
other two boys... They apparently had not paid off the Kurdish chieftain... 25
[Interviewer] Oh...
[H. Chitjian] They had either paid him too little or nothing at all... They brought us
over... The Kurd said that we have to tell the truth... We said that he took ten gold
coins... The Kurd was shouting: "No, you didn't give me ten; you gave me two." I knew
that I gave him ten. Anyhow... However, at that point, I became enemies with the
Kurd, right? Even if I had stayed alive at that point, that Kurd would kill me later...
Anyhow, we saw that on the other side there were ten to 12 Armenian girls... We were
three boys... They had gathered ten to 12 Armenian girls... 26 They were also
captured... They started talking to each other about what they would do to us... One
said "let's kill them..." The other said "no..." Those oxen, cows, and so forth... Someone
has to guard them at night... The Russians had come and razed many villages, but
some villages were still standing... They were very poor there... If they saw animals
grazing, they might come and steal them... To guard those animals... The animals had
to graze on grass so that they could walk the next day... [Another Kurd said:] "Let us
keep them until we reach somewhere and then we can turn them over to the
Another was that Kurds and Turks took advantage of Armenians.
Hampartzoum witnessed that Armenian females were treated the worst and he felt so bad
that he was “helpless” in this situation. See “A Hair’s Breadth from Death” Chap. 29, pg. 228.
25
26
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government. We can tell them that these are asker firari [army deserter]." The
government would pay one mejid for each asker firari...
In any event, they discussed all these... We walked for another one or two days... We
reached... There was a village called Antep Tutagh... When we reached there, the boy
that I said asked me if I am Armenian... His name was Avedis... He had served as a
Turkish soldier... When he served as a Turkish soldier, a Turk had taken his wife...
When he deserted the army, he went back to his wife, his wife had caught a disease
and he had contracted that disease... He had that disease... He was covered with
sores... He could not walk...
[Avedis] said that it would be best if we separated [from the Kurds]... It would be best if
we ran... Where would we go? He said: "I know where to go. I have read it in geography
class." At that point, the peak of Mount Ararat was visible... From a distance... Mount
Ararat is 12 days [of walking] distance from Kharpert. We walked for two and a half
months.
He said "it is visible..." He said "it is best if we take..." The Palu River comes from
around Bayazid... He had read in his geography book... He was an older boy... He
knew well...
[Tape stops]
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Part 3
[H. Chitjian] Now when you describe one [experience], you forget the other... 27 We
were sitting under the tree when we were snitched... There were ten to 12 girls...[The
Kurds] called out [to the others in the caravan]: "Whoever wants a woman should
come." One to Hasan, one to Huseyin, one to Ali... [Indistinct] The girls started
screaming... You should hear what I have written... The girls shouted: "Yeghpayr,
yeghpayr, yeghpayr..." [Brother, brother, brother] They were saying it in Armenian...
But what could yeghpayrs do there...
[Interviewer] And you didn't see those girls again...
[H. Chitjian] No. [Silence] We started walking on the road... 28 [We walked] perhaps one
to two hours at night... During day time we would look... There were villages that were
completely abandoned... 29 When the Russians came, they demolished them... They
demolished them when they were withdrawing... We would see a few houses, here and
there... During the day, when they had to cook and light a fire... Smoke would come
out... In the evening, you could see a small light... Even if they lit a candle, it would be
evident that [there were Kurds or Turks]... The dogs would bark... We wanted to avoid
the dogs... So that we would not be caught... Where could we walk? [Avedis] was a
simple boy...
[Interviewer] The sick one...
[H. Chitjian] The sick one [Avedis] was a simple boy... [After] two and a half months
on the road, I once looked at his face... We passed him... We had grown thin... Our
hair had fallen before our eyes... [I] started crying... [He] asked why [I was] crying
when [I] looked at his face... He looked like anything except a man... [Avedis] said: "I
wish there were a mirror and you could look at your own face." I probably looked
worse [laughs]... 30
He is not saying [indistinct]. I have seen that... I have told this to my daughter and
wife. We have been married for 58 years and this conversation comes up 58 times a
day. One thing brings up something else... It comes from [within] you... I cannot
forget...
For 88 years, Hampartzoum was plagued with this dilemma. Any little word or incident
would trigger a memory from hell.
28 The three boys “escaped“ from the Kurdish caravan.
29 Barbed wire, ruined boats, etc.
30 The “ordeal” had completely distorted their appearance. They lost weight, their hair became
scraggly, and their clothes were dirty and tattered. They most likely had poisoned themselves
by eating fish “cooked” by the sun! They knew they were near death so they allowed themselves
to be captured.
27
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I was so thin... We ate grass... Luckily, there was plenty of water... There was water
everywhere we went... We could live on water... There was a river... [Indistinct] Palu
River... Although we were not very close to the Palu River, we were a bit further from
it, but... The sea, the water... I know how to catch fish because one... Next to [Perri],
the village was [near] the river... We were next to the river... We knew how to swim
well... We [knew] how to catch fish... You cannot... Fish... When you muddy the
water... You cannot catch it... So you have to throw [fish] out [of the water with your
hands]... Otherwise, it slips from your hand... When it fell out, it would flap around for
a while... We
would catch it
and eat it
raw...
Once... The
sun there is
such a
burning sun...
It's a very hot
sun... Once
we put the
fish under the
sun hoping
that perhaps
it would
change its
flavor... So
that it would
cook... It
tasted like
mucus
[laughs]... We ate raw fish... Grass and raw fish... For two and a half months... [That
boy Avedis] was covered with sores... He said... He couldn't tell where we were... We
had walked for two and a half months... He didn't know where we had arrived... [He
said:] "Let us surrender to someone..." We might have been in Persia. Armenia,
Russia... We might still be in Turkey... He didn't know... We got [down from the
mountains], wherever there was road, wherever there was a village, smoke... We
started walking toward there... There was now a village... A Kurd from there was
coming our way riding his donkey... He came and saw us... We looked [frightful] [belan
kder enk]... Emaciated and dirty... [The Kurds] thought that we were army deserters...
Turkish soldiers [often deserted]... We looked weak... Anyone who saw our face could
tell that we had been hit by disaster... He said: "I'll help you. I know that you are
army deserters. I'll take you and give you food and bring you back to strength if you

Figure 16: Wild grasses in the Turkish countryside, 2008.
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promise to help me." What were we supposed to do? There, around Bayazid, nothing
grows... Only grass [bamboo] grows... They don't know what it is... They cut the
grass... The grass grew as tall as a man... They cut the grass, dry it, and they sell it
[for firewood]... That's their source of living... They live on grass...

[Interviewer] So you were in the Bayazid area...
[H. Chitjian] We were in the Bayazid area, yeah...
[Interviewer] So you knew at that time... Did you ask that Kurd?
[H. Chitjian] Huh... Do you know how it happened? Wherever we were, I said this is
Bayazid... We were apparently in Bayazid... We had arrived in Bayazid... This is
Bayazid... It's a quite large town... Anyhow, he took us to his servants... He had ten to
12 servants, this Kurd... The Turk, the Kurd... He knew some Kurdish... He told his
servants to change our clothes... Give them whatever fits, and wash their clothes... He
showed us a place... Wherever that was, hot water came out [of the ground] and a little
further away cold water came out... They had brought the two together... They had
created a large pond... He told us to go bathe there... We went there and bathed...
When... The food, everything that... He only told us: "Don't eat too much. Eat a little
each time... That's because your stomach is ruined. Eat a little more tomorrow, a little
more the next day... Give them everything they want as much as they want... Milk,
yoghurt, bread... Give them everything..." They gave us clean [clothes]... They weren't
clean... They were second-hand but they covered us...
Anyhow, we stayed there for two or three days... Quite a bit... We asked this Kurdish
man where we were, what is in the neighborhood... He said: "On this side, there is the
Arax River... On the [other side] they are Armenian... They are Russian... They are
Russian, and on this side they are Turkish soldiers... On the other side..." They called
it "Ajemistan"... They called Persians "Ajemi"... He said: "The other side is Ajemistan."
He said...
[Male voice] You were at the foot of Mount Ararat...
[Interviewer] Yes, right at the foot of Mount Ararat...
[Male voice] Bayazid is right there...
[H. Chitjian] He said: "The other side in Ajemistan." He said: "The other side is all..."
He explained that the other side is not Turkey. The road was not [guarded with
Turkish soliders]... If you [walked] on the road for one to one and a half hours, you
would be at the border and you could cross to the other side. A nice [safe] place... I
understood...
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I said [to the other boys]: "Let us run... He's saying that that's Ajemistan..." We looked
and we saw... You can see... It's a mountain or like a mountain over there... Those
places are all mountains... We saw that a soldier... There are soldiers at the border...
For customs purposes... When they transport carpets and so forth from Ajemistan,
they would pass through there... They collected customs duty there... So that people
could not enter [without checking]... There was one soldier [on one side] and another
soldier [on this side]... They were [so close to each other], they could hear each other...
That close... There was a soldier there... So that if anyone tried to cross they would
catch... If anyone crossed with goods... They wouldn't say anything to anyone ordinary
crossing...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] But if you were transporting goods, they would check so that you would
pay customs duty... I saw that this was a good place to escape... You had to take the
chance...
[Interviewer] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] I told Avedis: "Let's go..." He said: "No." They had given us some food and
clothing... He said: "I'm still [covered] entirely [with sores]..." He would sometimes
show us and we would get nauseated. He was completely covered with pus. His head...
He said: "Let us stay some more so that we can recover." I said: "We may recover, but
we may also be caught. There may be Turkish soldiers and so forth..." After a lot of
talking, he said: "How about you go on your own?" I insisted so much... He said: "How
about you go on your own. Nazaret and I will stay here." They were also a little
materialistic... Nazaret wanted [Avedis] to get better, right? He wanted to take care of
him... I said: "Fine, you stay. I'll go." When we said... A Kurd came and took [me]... He
said: "Go." So, I started walking... I started walking when evening came... There are
many dogs there... There is fear of dogs... I was [very] afraid of dogs, because the dogs
attack you [indistinct]... Especially at night... They might tear a man into pieces...
Anyhow, I got to a place where... It was quite far from the village and far from the
other village... At one point, I [left]... Two or three days had passed... I said to myself:
"Let [me] stay here..." The grass was tall... [I] started walking in the grass...
[Interviewer] You are going with that Kurd...
[H. Chitjian] No, I was alone... I just stayed at that Kurd's house [for the day]...
[Interviewer] Oooh...
[H. Chitjian] The Kurd who was taking care of us...
[Interviewer] So the Kurd realized that you wanted to go... Because...
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[H. Chitjian] The Kurd... No, no...
[Interviewer] So you are fleeing again...
[H. Chitjian] I am fleeing again by myself [and the Kurd is unaware]...
[Interviewer] Oh, I understand... Yeah, yeah...
[H. Chitjian] I left Avedis [and Nazaret] there, and I set out on my own so that I would
reach Persia...
[Interviewer] Yes, yes, I understand...
[H. Chitjian] [Previously] the Turk--the Kurd--said that Persia was a free place and
that there are also Armenians on the other side...
[Interviewer] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] They called the Armenians "giaour" [infidel]... They said that there are
giaours there.
Anyhow, I set out on the road and walked for quite a distance. However, walking at
night... I had walked at night a lot but I had never walked alone... When a light
breeze blows and small branch moves in the grass, the sound it made in my ear... I
thought they were about to catch me... I walked for quite a distance... I was afraid,
tired... I found that frightening... Apparently, I fell asleep...
When I woke up in the morning, it was light... Then I realized that someone was
poking me with a small stick. Another Kurd... A Kurd from a neighboring village... He
was poking me. He looked at me and I looked at him... I was scared... He said: "Don't
be afraid. Don't be afraid at all. We know." [At that time] Turkish army deserters ran to
the other side of the border... Turkish soldiers ran to Ajemistan so that they would not
be in the Turkish army... Some were caught... Whoever caught a deserter and turned
him over to the government would receive a mejid [as reward]... That was money for
them, right?
[The Kurd] said: "I'll take you home and take care of you." Alright... He took me... This
was another village... Still in Turkey though...
[Interviewer] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] I was still not in Ajemistan. [The border] was only an hour and a half
away but I had still not crossed into Ajemistan [laughs]. In any event, he took me [to
his house] there... I stayed there for a day... His wife was a former Armenian... His wife
was Armenian... She realized that I am also Armenian... From my eyes [indistinct]...
She didn't speak any Armenian to me... She didn't speak to me at all... I only saw
that... A rusted piece of tin, this big... That was supposed to be a cup... There was
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melted butter in it... And their bread... She was trying to help me... She brought me
butter trying to be good to me... I had not eaten for a long time... [Indistinct]... I'm
hungry, right? I started dipping [the bread] in the butter [indistinct]... I had stomach
trouble... I was sick for a week...
After I was a little better, he said: "Now that you feel better, what is your
occupation? You must have an occupation." I said: "I am a shoemaker..." In yergeer
they had yemeni, not shoes... The Turks called shoes "kundura..." Yemeni is like a
slipper... My uncles [the Meeshmishians] used to make those... He said: "Are you a
shoemaker?" I said: "Yeah..." 31 He said... We were speaking in Turkish...
[Interviewer] Of course, you were not speaking English...
[H. Chitjian] He said: "I have a brother who has many shoes..." I mean leather... "If
you can make [shoes], we can get rich. You as well as we can become rich..." He
brought sackfuls of... The upper part of the shoe is called "saya".... The bottom is
called "leather [sole]," right? The saya were already sewn and the soles were cut... You
only needed to stitch them together... I didn't know how... I hadn't done it, I had seen
my uncles do it... They used to do it... I said: "I know how to do this..." I said: "How
about the tools? You need a herin, a needle, a..." They called it "ors..." [anvil] For
hammering... After you sew it, you turn it around and hammer it... I started talking to
him about these [tools]... I knew that he would take me to Persia... He said: "There is a
master there... He's Armenian. He makes those..." I said: "Let's go there and buy
these..."
We started out on the road... When we reached the border... The two [border]
guards who were there... We went to them... They asked who I was... If I was an army
deserter they might have received some of the reward... Perhaps half the mejid would
go to them... The Kurd said: "No, he's a shoemaker. We'll go there... You know the
leather..." He had stolen them from the Armenians... He said: "I'll give you a pair and a
pair to your wife, to your sister, and so forth..." He made [bribes] to all of them... He
promised to give each a pair of shoes... To give them their share... So they let us
pass...
When we crossed to the other side and started going down he said... [Indistinct]
Near a fountain... In yergeer they tie a piece of bread to their waists when they travel
anywhere... From one village to the next... So that they can have some food... He took
it out and [indistinct]... I said to myself: "This is no longer the land of the Turks..."
When I say that...
[Interviewer] Even as we listen... We cannot listen to it as if it's a simple story... Even
[now] we are emotional...

As a boy of eight years old, the family visited their Uncle Meeshimishian who made shoes –
Hampartzoum keenly observed the process and now that knowledge saved his life.
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[H. Chitjian] I said to myself [indistinct]... This man was... These are Kurds... He put
his gun under his back and said: "Let us rest here a little. We still have some ways to
walk..." He sat and dozed off... I started thinking about running, but [then I] thought it
would be better if he took me there...
He took me there... It was called Kiliseh Kent... On the border... The Persians call
"village" "kent." "Kiliseh" means...
[Interviewer] "Church..."
[H. Chitjian] Apparently there was an Armenian church in the old days. So they called
the village "Kiliseh Kent." 32 It's next to Salmast. He said that we were now in Kiliseh
Kent... We went where the Armenian [blacksmith] master was... They had a place
where they made oghee [distilled spirit] out of raisins and they did ironwork... They
made horseshoes and so forth... That's the work they did... I saw that they are
Armenians and that they speak in Armenian to each other... I didn't speak Armenian
with the Kurd because if the Kurd could not find me a place... What happens... I didn't
trust [the Armenian] at that point...
[The Kurd] asked: "Who is your master?" He was a quite competent Kurd... [The
worker] said: "Our master is in the cemetery." A little away... Kiliseh Kent was an
Armenian town... So it had a cemetery... The gravestones in the cemetery were bigger
than this... They were inscribed with old lettering... That man, the Persian Armenian
[the “angelic Margoes”], the master was there... So we went [to the cemetery] so that
[the Kurd] would ask the master for whatever he needed: the ors, the needle, the herin,
everything... [The Kurd asked the Armenian man]: "How much do you want for these?"
[The Armenian] said: "Twenty khram." Persian currency... They call it "khram."
[Interviewer] Money in exchange for those [tools]...
[H. Chitjian] Huh...
[Interviewer] As compensation for those things...
[H. Chitjian] No, no... Whatever those goods were worth...
[Interviewer] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] Yes, you're right... [The Kurd] said: "Twenty khram?" He probably didn't
have 20 khram on him... He said: "That's too expensive..." I laughed and told him:
"You don't know how to deal with city people... Let me talk to him... You go to the
coffee shop and I will settle it with him." [The Kurd] said: "He might give it to you for
half the price..." I said: "If you think that way, yeah..." He said: "You talk to him.]
[Tape stops abruptly]
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